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ABSTRACT
Researchers using epistemic logic as a formal framework for studying knowledge properties of AI systems often interpret the knowledge formula K(z, ~) to
mean that machine x encodes ~ in its state as a syntactic formula or can derive
it inferentially. By defining K(x, ~), instead, in terms of the correlation between
the state of the machine and that of its environment, the formal properties of
modal system S5 can be satisfied without having to store representations of formulas as data structures. In this paper, we apply the correlational definition of
knowledge to machines with composite structure. In particular, we describe how
epistemic properties of synchronous digital machines can be analyzed, starting at
the level of gates and delays, by modeling the machine's components as agents in a
multi-agent system and reasoning about the flow of information among them. We
also introduce Rex, a language for recursively computing machine descriptions,
and illustrate how it can be used to construct machines with provable knowledge
properties.
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Introduction
Many important computer applications, such as process control, avionics, robotics, and
artificial intelligence, involve the design of hardware and software that are part of a larger system embedded in a physical environment. In typical applications of this kind, the computer's
principal task is to track and react to conditions in the environment. As more open-ended
environments are considered and as the conditions to be recognized and the responses to
be generated become more complex, the designer's task becomes correspondingly more difficult. One useful abstraction in the design of such systems is the concept of knowledge. The
statement "system x knows ~" provides a compact description of the propositional content of
information encoded in x's state without specifying the details of the encoding.
Much of the work on formalizing knowledge that has been done in philosophy [3,7], theoretical computer science [2], and AI [12,9,t3] has focused on abstract properties and has not
been concerned with concrete physical or computational interpretations of the central concept
of ~'knowledge." When such interpretations have been given for AI systems, they have typically involved encoding sentences of a formal language as data structures in the machine. For
instance, a system might be regarded as knowing ~ if its knowledge base contained a sentence
expressing ~, or if such a sentence could be computationally derived from other sentences in
the knowledge base. One important advantage of this approach is the ease with which the
designer can attribute propasitional interpretations to the machine's states. However, there
are disadvantages as well, notably in the area of computational complexity.
The situated-automata approach [13], in contrast, takes as its point of departure a concrete
computational model for epistemic logic that is compatible with, but does not depend on,
viewing the system as manipulating sentences of a logic. In the situated-automata framework,
the concept of knowledge is analyzed in terms of logical relationships between the state of a
process (e.g., a machine) and that of its surrounding world. Because of constraints between
a process and its environment, not every state of the process-environment pair is possible, in
general. A process x is said to know a proposition ~ (written K(x, F)) in a situation where its
internal state is v if ~ holds in all possible situations in which x is in state v. This definition
of knowledge satisfies the axioms of modal system $5, including consequential closure and
positive and negative introspection.
In its original formulation, situated-automata theory dealt with the state of a system as an
unanalyzed whole. Since machines designed for complex applications ordinarily take on too
many states to enumerate explicitly, these machines must be built hierarchically, with the size
of the state set growing as the product of the sizes of the state sets of the component machines.
This paper extends situated-automata theory to such hierarchically constructed machines. In
particular, we use the situated-automata model of knowledge to analyze synchronous digital
machines by viewing their components as elements of a multi-agent system and reasoning
about the flow of information among these components.
On the practical level, the situated-automata approach has led to the development of Rex,
a set of tools for constructing complex machines with rigorously definable epistemic properties.
Instead of writing a program that defines the target machine directly, the designer writes a
program that, when run, computes a logical description of the machine. This description is
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then effectively realized either as circuitry, as code for a parallel machine, or as a program that
simulates the machine on a sequential computer. Since synchronization with the environment
lies at the heart of our definition of knowledge, the Rex tools have been designed to guarantee
real-time interaction between the target machine and the environment. Of course, the Rex
system need not be real-time since it is not itself intended to be coupled to the physical
environment.
Theoretical

Background

A theory of intelligent embedded systems must be capable of describing how states of the
system encode information about other parts of the world over time. Thus the logic must, at
the very least, deal with processes, their states, time, and knowledge. Our approach is to use a
propositional language that is enriched with terms for processes and the values they can take
on (i.e., states they can be in) and is closed under various temporal and epistemie operators.
The semantic interpretation for this language is given in terms of times, locations, and possible
worlds. Processes are modeled as spatial "trajectories" with cross-world identity, i.e., they
are identified with functions from world-time pairs to complex spatial locations. Knowledge
is modeled in terms of the relationship between the states of a process and states of the
environment. Before defining the semantics, we specify the formal language.

Language
We begin by defining the symbols of the language:

Symbols: P ={start, pl,p2,...} (atomic formulas),
A= {[],al,a2,...}
e = {( >,cl,c2,...}
F = {A,f2,.-.}

{ o}cec

{H:}:eF
[l],(l>
K, QW, DT,(~
$,o

(process constants),
(value constants),
(function symbols),
(delay-element predicates),
(function-element predicates),
(equality symbol)
(pairing functions),
(Boolean connectives),
(modalities),
(term operators).

Next, we give the formation rules:
~erm8 :

1. If e is a process (resp. value) constant, then e is a process (resp. value) term.
2. If el,e2 are process (resp. value) terms, then so is [el l e21 (resp. (ex I e2)).
3. If z is a process term, then *z is a value term.
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4. If u is a value term and f is a function symbol~ then f(u) is a value term.
5. If e is a term, then so is oe.
6. Nothing else is a term.

Formulas:
1. If p is an atomic formula, then p is a formula.
2. If ex, e2 are terms, then el = e:2 is a formula.
3. If c is a value con~tant, f is a function symbol, and x, y are process terms,
then &c(x, y) and fly(x, y) are formulas.
4. If p and g, are formulas, then so are (~ A ¢), ~ p , ~ w ~ , QT~P, and 0 9 5. If x is a process term and ~ is a formula, then K(x, 9) is a formula.
6. Nothing else is a formula.

The connectives V, 4 , ~ are defined as follows: 9 Y g, = "~(~tP A - ¢ ) , 9 ~ ~ = " 9 V ¢,
and iP ~ g' = ~ ~ ¢ A ¢ ~ 9. A combined necessity operator can be formed from the time
and world modalities: [] ~ = D w D T~. Dual modal operators can also be defined: O 9 =
-, Box--,~,etc. We abbreviate (ul I(u~ I ' " 0 " ' ) )
as ( u l , u 2 , - " ) and[x1 I[x2 I ' " [ ] " ' ] ]
as ix1, x 2 , " ']. We sometimes take integers to be value constants and lower case letters early
in the alphabet to be process constants. We also omit parentheses according to the usual
conventions.

Semantics
The semantics of our logic is given with respect to a model of space, time, possibility and
state. Possibility is modeled using the standard techniques of possible-worlds semantics. For
each possible world and instant of time, the model assigns an atomic state to every atomic
location. Processes occupy collections of atomic locations; these collections vary with time
and possible world. In order to conveniently name subprocesses, we structure space and state
by closing the set of locations and the set of states under pairing operations. Formally, if A
is a set, we define pairs(A) to be the least set that contains A, includes the distinguished
element nila, and is closed under pairing: x, y E pairs(A) implies (x, y) E pairs(A).

Models: )4 = (W, T, L, Q, q, I = (Ip, IA, Ic, IF)), where
1. W is a nonempty set of possible worlds.
2~ T is a nonempty set of time instants isomorphic to the natural numbers.
3. L is a nonempty set of atomic locations.
4. Q is a nonempty set of atomic states.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

q : L × W × T -* Q assigns atomic states to atomic locations at every world-time pair.
Ip : P --", 2W×T interprets atomic formulas as sets of world-time pairs.
IA : A ~ ((W x T) ~ pairs(L)) interprets process constants as processes.
Ic : C --~ pairs(Q) interprets value constants as value structures.
IF : F ~ pairs(Q) ~ pairs(Q) interprets function symbols as functions on value structures.
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We extend the function q to pairs by
(t(nilL, w, t)
O(e, w, t)
(~((sl,sz),w,t)

defining ~ : pairs(L) x W x T .--* pairs(Q) as follows:
= nilQ,
= q(w, t, e) for e e L,
= (~(s~,w,t),~(sz,w,t))

The denotation of a term e relative to a model and a world-time pair, written [e]t~'~', is
defined as follows (reference to the model is supressed):

1. [a]~ = IA(a)(w, t) if a is a process constant.
2. [c]~~ = Iv(a) if c is a value constant.
5. [,xlV = ~ ( [ x i ~ , w , t ) , where

6. if(u)I~ = I F ( f )(lull).

7. io~lr = i 4 h , .
Satisfaction of formulas is defined relative to a model )4 and a world-time pair w, t (again
we supress reference to the model):

1. w,t
p if (w,t) ~ Ip(p), for p ~ P.
2. w,t I= e, = e~ if b,]: ~ = led~'.
3. w,t I= A c ( z , y ) i f ,~(~yl~,w, O)= It(c) and ,~(lIyl~,w,t + l} = ~(lIzlLw, t)
4. w,t
H/.(z, y ) i f ~(|y]~',w,t)= IF(f)(~(~x]~',w,t))
5. w,t
(~ A ¢) if w,t I= : and ~,,t l= ~,.
6. w,t
~ if w, t ,~=~.
7. w,t
D w ~ if w~,t ~ ~ for all w I E W.
8. w,t
[]T~ if w,t ~ ~ ~ for all t ~ E T.
9. w,t ~= O~p if w,t + 1 l= ~.
10. w, t ~ K ( x , ~ ) i f f w ' , t ' ~ ia for all w',t' such that ,i(HF',w',t')= ,i([xiT,w,t

).

A model ~ is said to simply satisfy a formula iff .M,w,t ~ ia for all w E W,t E T. A
formula is vah'd if it is satisfied by every model. A set of formulas F entails a formula
(written F t= ~) iff every model that satisfies each sentence of F also satisfies ~.
We do not present a axiomatic treatment of the logic; the interested reader is referred
to standard treatments of modal logic [4l, logics of time and knowledge [10,8], and their
application to AI [1233]. In a later section we present informal proofs in the logical language
and appeal to valid formulas and entailments involving K and other modal operators. Some
of these are listed here.
1. Theorems of propositional logic and temporal logic [10,1].
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2. b K ( x , ~ ) 3. V K(~,~ -- e) -~ (K(x,~p) - - K(x,¢)))
6. ~ , x

= v -, K(x, ,x

= v)

(truth).
(consequential closure).
(positive introspection).
(negative introspection).
(self-awareness).

9. ~ Ac(Z,y) ~-~"~T(Star$~ *y= cAo*v-~,, *z)
10. ~ II:(z,y)--, []T(*Y = f(*z))
13. ~ ~ ~ w :
14. p ~

DT~

:5. ~ ~ © ~

(modus ponens).
{epistemic necessitation).
(alethic necessitation).
{temporal necessitation).
(succedent necessitation).

M o d e l i n g M a c h i n e s in the Loglc
Physical processes (of which the processes in the logic are idealizations) can be described
in many different ways. One class of descriptions specifies permanent structural relationships
among processes and their subparts. Behavioral descriptions, on the other hand, specify
how the states of processes vary over time. Epi, temic descriptions form yet another class,
specifying the information carried by processes. These descriptions may be interrelated; for
instance, a structural constraint may entail certain behavioral properties, which, in turn, have
epistemic correlates.
We use the logic to model a machine as a collection of (possibly complex) processes
related by various constraints of the types discussed above. The physical components of a
digital computer may be modeled as processes. When we wish to be concrete, we refer to
these processes as storage location,. The physical state of a storage location, x, can then be
modeled in the logic as the value, *x, of that process.
Just as complex physical machines are built up from primitive components of a few basic
types, complex machine descriptions are made up of primitive eontraints corresponding to
the basic component types. Pure functional machines (e.g., logic gates), are modeled in the
logic by function-element predicates IIf, and delay components are modeled by delay-element
predicates, Ac. The component modeled by lI I "instantaneously" computes the primitive
function f; the delay component modeled by Ac initially emits the constant c, followed by
the stream of its input values, displaced in time by one unit.
R e x : A F r a m e w o r k for H i e r a r c h i c a l M a c h i n e

Specification

Rex is a language for the hierarchical specification of complex machines made up of the
primitive types discussed in the previous section. From the Rex specification of a machine,
a low-level machine description is computed. This machine description, which stipulates
how the value of each atomic storage location is to be computed over time, may then be
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instantiated in a variety of media (software, physical circuitry), making an actual machine
that satisfies the initial specification.
D e s c r i p t i o n of R e x
The Rex language is most easily seen as an extension of the Lisp language [11] to include
forms that incrementally calculate the low level description of a machine. This section will
provide a formal description of a simple subset of Rex, which, although it has the full power
of Rex, is somewhat more tedious to program in than the full language. A more practical
introduction to the full language is given in a separate reference manual [5].
Rex extends Lisp through the addition of a number of forms which compute machine
descriptions. There are two types of Lisp value that we will use to represent these machine
descriptions. They are constraints and constrained storage terms. A constraint represents a
conjunction of wits that describe the behavior of storage locations with respect to one another. Within a constraint, storage locations are named by storage terms, which are typically
represented by Lisp atoms. A wff may specify the way in which the value of one location is to
be computed from the values of other locations or require that a pair of (possibly complex)
storage locations be behaviorally equivalent. Two storage locations are behaviorally equivalent
if, at every point in time, each contains the same value as the other; behaviorally equivalent
storage locations may be conveniently realized as the same physical storage location. Constrained storage terms are made up of a distinguished storage term and a wff which specifies
the behavior of the location named by that storage term in terms of other storage locations.
We will give the semantics of the Rex forms by defining them in Lisp. Before we do
this, however, we must describe some Lisp functions for manipulating the special Rex types
discussed above.
(make-cst st c) This function takes st, a storage term, and c, a constraint, and returns the
constrained storage term made up of st and c.
( s t o r a g e - t e r m cst) This is a simple selector function, returning the storage term associated
with the constrained storage term est.
( c o n s t r a i n t cst) This selector returns the constraint associated with constrained storage
term est.
(make-delta init next result) This function creates a wff that specifies the initial value of
the storage location denoted by result to be init, and the rest of its values to be those
of the storage location denoted by nest, delayed by one time unit. init must be a value
of the type that may be contained in an atomic storage location (in all of our examples
we will use integers as the basic value type); next and result are both storage terms.
This function returns the list (DELTA init nest result), which is expressed in the logic
by Ainit( nezt, result).
(make-pi fen (art1 ... argn) result) This function creates a wff that specifies that the con-
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tents of the storage location denoted by result be the result of applying fcn to the contents of the storage locations of argl ... argn. The returned value is (PI fcn (argl . . .
argn) result) which is equivalent to H/cn([argl,... , argn] , result) in the logic.
(make-equiv sh stz) This function creates a wff that requires that the storage locations
referred to by 8tl and 3tz are behaviorally equivalent. The returned value is (== st1
sty) which is expressed in the logic by t3(*sq = *st2).
( n u l l - s t g ) This function, returns the null storage term.
(make-stg-pair stt st2) This function performs the pairing operation on storage locations.
It returns a storage term which is the pair of storage terms sh and st2.
( c o n j o i n cl...c,~) This function takes an arbitrary number of constraints and returns a
constraint which their conjunction.
In addition, we assume the existence of a set of standard Lisp functions, including gensym,
which returns a new, distinct atom each time it is called.
The following table has the Rex forms in the left column, with the corresponding Lisp
definitions in the right column.
(storage name)

(make-cst name O)

(plusm [cstl cstz] result)

(conjoin (make-pi 'plus
(list (storage-term esq) (storage-term cst2))
(storage-term result))
(constraint esq) (constraint cut2)
(constraint result))

(Init-next init nezt result)

(conjoin (make-delta init (storage-term nezt)
(storage-term result))
(constraint next) (constraint result))

[]

(null-stg)

[csq I cuts]

(make-cst (make-stg-palr (storage-term cstl)
(storage-term cst2))
(conjoin (constraint curl)
(constraint cut2)))

(n

(conjoin (make-equlv (storage-term csh)
(storage-term csh) )
(constraint csq)
(constraint cst2))

csq cstz)

(some ( v l . . . v n )

el...cm)

((lambda

(Vl ... vn) ( c o n j o i n

cl ... era))
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(gensym) • ..

(gensym))

In the definitions above, plusm is just one example of a number of standard arithmetic
and logical primitives available to the programmer. Primitive functional machines follow the
convention of being named by the name of the function they compute with an 'm' appended
to the end.
It is important to note that the Rex primitive forms define the way values are to be
computed when the machine being specified is ultimately run. It is also necessary, however,
to have be able to dynamically control the specification of machines at compile time. We use
the Lisp form i f to create machine specifications which are conditional on the values of Lisp
expressions at compile time. Arguments which are not constrained storage terms, are referred
to as value parameters, and are also used in the compile-time control of machine specification.
Complex functions returning constraints or constrained storage terms may be built up out
of the Rex forms, and defined using the Lisp defun form. Once such functions are defined, a
low-level machine description is calculated in two steps. The first step consists of evaluating a
Rex form or function that returns a constraint. This constraint is a machine description, but
is not yet in conveniently usable form, since there are typically a large number of equivalence
wffs, making it difficult to see which storage terms are distinct from one another. The function
makem takes a constraint as input and canonicalize8 it, returning a useful low-level machine
description.
The wits in a non-canonical constraint can be separated into two types: equivalence constraints and pi or delta constraints. From the equivalence constraints it is possible to compute
equivalence classes of storage terms using the unification algorithm. A canonical member can
then be chosen from each equivalence class; this is said to be the canonical name of the storage
location represented by that equivalence class. Canonicalization is the process of computing
the equivalence relation on storage terms, and substituting canonical names for non-canonical
names of storage locations into the rest of the wffs of the constraint. This process is illustrated
by an example in the next section.
A Simple E x a m p l e of Rex
In this section we present a simple Rex program and illustratethe process of computing a
low-level machine description from the high-levelspecification.The example willbe a machine
with one input and one output. The input can range over integers;the output will always be
zero or one. The output willbe one ifthe machine has ever (sinceit was started) had one, two,
or three as its input. Following are the function definitionsthat make up the specificationof
the machine.
(defun ever-a-one-two-three? (input output)
(some (member? constl const2 const3)
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(constant 1 constl)
(constant 2 const2)
(constant 3 const3)
(memberm 3 [constl coast2 const3] input member?)
(everm member? output)))
(defun everm (input ever?)
(some (this-time-or-last)
(orm [input ever?] this-time-or-last)
(init-next 0 this-time-or-last ever?)))
(defun memberm (length l i s t item member?)
(if (= length 0)
(constant 0 member?)
(some (head t a i l equal-head? member-tail?)
( ~ llst [head I tail])
(equalm [item head] equal-head?)
(memberm (- length I) tail item member-tail?)
(orm [equal-head7 member-tail?] member7))))
(defun constant (value const)
(init-next value const const))
The c o n s t a n t function returns a wff term that requires the storage location of c o n s t
to always contain the value value. The memberm function is a recursive specification of the
standard member function, l e n g t h is an integer specifying the length of l i s t , which is list
of constrained storage terms, and item is a simple constrained storage term. The storage
location of the result is constraint to always will contain a 1 if the the contents of item is
equal to the contents of one of the elements of l i s t , otherwise it will contain 0. The i f is
used at compile time to control the layout of the runtime computation structure. Note also
the use of == to structurally decompose l i s t in the case that we know that it is at least
one element long. The everm function returns a constraint that requires the storage location
ever? to contain 1 if the contents of input have ever been 1, else to contain 0.
Our top level function e v e r - a - o n e - t w o - t h r e e ? returns a constraint relating the behavior
of the storage locations of input and output. If the contents of the storage location of i n p u t
have ever been a member of the list whose elements are the constants 1, 2, and 3, the contents
of the storage location of output will be 1, else 0.
The first step in creating a low-level description of a machine satisfying this specification
is to evaluate the form
(ever-a-one-two-three (storage 'input) (storage 'output))
which will calculate a nomcanonical constraint. The left column of the following figure contains a listing of part of the non-canonical constraint. The symbols with numeric suffixes were
generated by gensym. Since there are 76 equational wffs, we only exhibit a few of them. The
right column contains the entire constraint after it has been canonicalized.
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((PI
(PI
(PI
(PI
(PI
(PI

EQUAL (ITEMI023 HEADIO27) EqUALIO2g)
OR (EQUAL1029 RESULTI0301031) 0RI048)
EQUAL (ITEN1012 HEADIO16) EQUAL1018)
OR (E~UALIO18RESULTIO191020) 0R1049)
EQUAL (ITEMIO01 HEADiOO6) EQUALIO07)
OR (EGUALIO07 RESULTIO081009) 0RI050)
(PI OR (INPUTI053 RESULTIO55) 0R1056)
(DELTA 1 DELAY976UPDATE973)
(DELTA 2 DELAY986 UPDATEgS3)
(DELTA 3 DELAY996UPDATE993)
(DELTA 0 DELAYI047 UPDATE1044)
(DELTA 0 UPDATE1069 DELAY1062)
(=~ INPUT INPUT966)
(=~ OUTPUTOUTPUT965)
(=~ (RESULT387967 RESULT387977 RESULT38798T)
LISTIO00)
(sm LISTIO00 (HEADIO05 . TAILIO06))
(~= TAILiO06 LIST1011)
(== LISTIOll (HEADIOI6 . TAILIOI7))
.,,

((PI EQUAL (INPUT HEADIO27) EQUALI029)
(Pl DR (EqUALI029 DELAYI047) ORIO4B)
(PI EQUAL (INPUT HEAD1016) EQUALlO18)
(PI OR (EqUAL1018 0R1048) DR1049)
(Pl EQUAL (INPUT HEADIOO5) EQUALIO07)
(Pl OR (EQUALiO07 OR1040) ORiOBO)
(PI OR (DRiO50 OUTPUT) UPDATE1059)
(DELTA ! HEADIO05 HEADIO05)
(DELTA 2 HEAD1016 HEAD1016)
(DELTA 8 HF..ADlO27ItEAD1027)
(DELTA 0 DELAY1047 DELAY1047)
(DELTA 0 UPDATE1069 OUTPUT))

)

This can be interpreted as a linear description of the wiring diagram of the "circuit" diagrammed below.
i,

I

I

Example
In this section we present the Rex specification of a robot that intermittently senses the
location of a moving object in its environment and tries to keep track of whether the object is
within shouting distance (a certain radius) of the robot. Due to the degradation of information
over time and motion of the robot, sometimes the machine will know that the object is within
shouting distance, sometimes it will know that the object is not within shouting distance, and
sometimes it will not know either proposition. We characterize the epistemic properties of
the outputs of this machine in terms of the epistemic properties of its inputs and sketch a
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proof of this characterization.

D e s c r i p t i o n of t h e shoutm M a c h i n e
Tile machine has three inputs, which we will refer to as x, y, and a c t i o n . The values of
x and y encode the cartesian coordinates of the object detected by the sensor in the robot's
current frame of reference; if no object is sensed, the values of x and y are equal to the
distiguished constant BOTTOM.The values of a c t i o n encode the robot's last action; it can take
on four possible values: M07E means that the robot moved one unit in the direction it was
facing; RTURN means that the robot turned 90 degrees to the right; LTURN means that the
robot turned 90 degrees to the left; ~I00P means that the robot did nothing.
The machine has two output lines,K-shout-dist and K-not-shout-dist. W e show that
K-shout-dist knows that the object is within shouting distance whenever its value is I, and
that K-not-shout-dist knows that the object is not within shouting distance whenever its
value is 1.

The top-level Rex function specifies the relation between x, y, and action, on the one
hand, and K - s h o u t - d i s t and K - n o t - s h o u t - d i s t , on the other, by introducing complex intermediate locations, queue, K - s h o u t - d i s t - v e c and K - n o t - s h o u t - d i s t - v e c , and constraining
them with respect to the top-level inputs and outputs. The queue will contain the last several
sightings of the object; the number of such sightings is specified by the value parameter s i z e .
Each sighting carries some information about the current location of the object. In general,
the older the sighting, the weaker the information, since the object may have moved since
it was sighted (it can move one unit of distance per unit time). The queue of sightings is
mapped into K - s h o u t - d i s t - v e e , a vector of boolean values, the ith of which has the value
1 if the information in the ith element of the queue entails that the object is within shouting
distance. Similarly, the queue is mapped into K - n o t - s h o u t - d i s t - v e c , a vector with elements
that signify that the object is not within shouting distance when they carry the value 1.

(defun shoutm (size x y action K-shout-dlst g-not-shout-dist)
(some (queue K-shout-dlst-vec g-not-shout-dlst-vec)
(queue-wlth-transform size [x y] action queue)
(mapfn 'K-shoutable 0 size queue Z-shout-dist-vec)
(mapfn 'K-not-shoutable 0 size queue g-not-shout-dist-vec)
(morm size K-shout-dist-vec g-shout-dlst)
(morm size K-not-shout-dlst-vec K-not-shout-dlst)))

To illustrate the flexibility of Rex, we parameterize the specification of the vectors Kshout-dist-vec and K-not-shout-dist-vec and their connection to queue not only by
size, but by the functional value parameters K-shoutable and K-not-shoutable which are
applied to queue by mapfn.
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Epistemic Properties of the shoutm Machine
The formal property we wish to prove of the shoutm machine specification is
F, shoutm(n, X, Y, A, S, Ns), lnputAzioms(X, Y, A) ~ *S = 1 ~ K(S, wsd)
where F is a background theory, i.e., a collection of wffs embodying general facts about the
robot world; shoutm(n, X, Y, A, S, Ns) is the wff computed by Rex that describes the shoutm
machine; and lnputAxioms(X, Y, A) are all the instances of the following schema:
(*[X, Y] = (x, y) A x # ± A y -~ £ ~ locf((z,y),O))A (*A = a ~ doing(a)),
where x, y G N and a E {MOVE,LTURN,RTURN,N00P}. The atomic formula wsd designates the
proposition "the object is within shouting distance". The formula designated by locf((xi, Yl), i)
expresses the fact that i time units ago the object was at what is location xl,yi in the current
frame of reference, doing(a) expresses the proposition that the robot is doing the action
referred to by a. We assume that I' contains, among other things, axioms relating locf to

doing.
The truth of the epistemic specification of shoutm follows directly from three lemmas
that characterize the constraints imposed by queue-with-transform, map:fn, K-shoutable,
and morro. Only the proof of the third lemma will be presented; the proofs of the other two
lemmas are similar in structure. We also prove an auxiliary fact relating states of processes
and knowledge.
L e m m a 1 F,queue-,ith-transform(n, [X,Y],A,[El,...,Enl),InputAzioms(X,Y,A)
n

V (.El =

-.

i=l

This result relates the values, (xi, Yi), of each element, E/, of the queue to locf((zi,yi),i),
taking into account the fact that the values (xl, yl) are interpreted relative to the robot's
current frame of reference and are updated at each step depending on the the value of A.
L e m m a 2 P, map:fn(K-shoutable, 0, n, [ E l , . . . , E.], [ F h . . . , F.]),
n

n

V(*Ei = (xi, yi) ~ K(Ei, locf((zi,y~),i))) ~ A(*Fi = 1 + K(Fi, wsd))
i=l

i=l

The definition of mapfn is such that K-shoutable will be applied to each of the Ei, yielding
Fi. This lemma asserts that if the inputs to the K-shoutable machines always encode the
uncertain location of the object, then when any of the outputs has the value 1, it carries the
information that the object is within shouting distance.
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Lemma 3

~orm(,,, ira,..., PG R), A(*r~ = ~ --, K(F. ~)) t= D(*R= ~-~ K(R,,))
i=l

If each input to the morro machine knows the proposition ~ when it has the value 1, then the
output knows ~ when it has the value 1.

P r o o f of L e r a m a 3
The following Rex definition is the specification of the morro (morro stands for "multiple
or machine"). It builds the definition of a machine that computes the n-ary or function by
accumulating n - 1 binary orra constraints, where n is the value parameter length.

(defun morm (length vector r e s u l t )
( i f (= length O)

(constant 0 result)
(some (head t a i l r e s u l t l )
(18 vector [head ] t a i l ] )
(morro (- length 1) t a i l resultl)
(orm [head r e s u l t l ] r e s u l t ) ) ) )

The proof of Lemma 3 requires the following fact about morro,

morm(n,[Fl,...,G],R)~ O([*F~ = 1 V . . . V * F ~ = 1 ] ~ * R = 1),
which can be easily proved by induction on the size of the input vector, length.
By propositional reasoning,
n

n

n

A(*F~ = , - K(r,,~)) ~ V ,F,= 1 -- V K(F,,~).
i=l

{=1

i=1

Combining this with the previous fact about the values of morro, and substituting *R = 1 for
(*FI = 1 y . . . Y *Fn = 1), we derive
n

n

mor~(n,[Fl,...,G],R), A(*F~ = 1 - K(F~,~)) ~ *R = 1 ~ V K(F~,~)
i=l

i=l

It follows from the epistemic axiom of truth and the properties of disjunction that K(F1, ~ ) V
... y K(F,~, to) ~ lo, so we can derive
n

raornn(n,[F~,...,Fnl, R), A ( * F i = 1 - - g(F,,~o)) ~ ( , R = 1 ~ ~o).
i=l

EPISTEMICPROPERTIESOF MACHINES
Since P ~ D P and D(*x = v ~ i v ) ~ (*x = v ~ K(x, iv))is valid (see proof below),
morm(n,[F~,...,Fn],R), A (,Fi = 1 .-. g(Fi, io)) ~ (,R = 1 ~ K(R, IV)).
i=1

All that remains is to verify the validity of

o(,~ =

, --. iv) ~

( , ~ = , --~ g ( x , iv)).

We begin by observing a fact about the epistemic properties of machines that is an instance
of the more general fact that all agents know necessary truths.
O(*~

= v

--. iv) - -

K ( x , * x = ,, - - V )

This fact, together with the self-awareness axiom,
*z = v ~

K(z, *z = v),

implies that

As an instance of consequential closure axiom schema of epistemic logic, we have
K ( x , *x = v - - iv) A K ( z , *x = v) ~ K(x, iv).

Chaining the two preceding statements, we have
o(,x

= v -

iv) ^ , x = v --~ K ( x , iv),

which directly implies the result:
o(,~

= ,,-

~)-(,~=v-,

K(~,~o)).

Application
The software tools and analytic techniques described in this paper are currently being
applied to SRI's mobile robot. An implementation of Rex exists that generates sequential
code for controlling the robot, Since the machine descriptions computed by Rex are similar
to circuit diagrams, more direct realizations in hardware are being considered. Two of the
challenges in robot analysis and synthesis are: (1) how to relate the representations used in
perceptual processing to the representations involved in higher-level reasoning and planning,
and (2) how to process information from the environment in real time. The framework
presented in this paper appears to offer advantages in both areas. Since the attribution
of knowledge is based on objective behavioral properties of the machine, the propositional
content of different representational structures can be more easily compared. Furthermore,
since the attribution of content does not depend on general-purpose deduction mechanisms,
much of the permanent knowledge of the system can be compiled into the structure of the
machine, decreasing the amount of computation required at runtime.
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